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ABSTRACT considerthe effect of variablethermophysicalpropertieson film
boiling heat transfer.

The effect of subcooling on the film boiling heat in a recent series of papers, S_urai and his co-
transfer of water from vertical copper cylinders has been workers (1990a, 1990b)studied the effect of subcoolingon t'dm
investigatedexperimentally usinga transientquenchtechnique, boiling on horizontalcylinders and later extended their results
A lumped parametermodel was utilizedsince the Blot numbers to vertical surfaces. Their most recentresultswill be utilized in
were always less than 0.05. Theamount of subcooling varied the presentstudy to comparewith our experimental data.
from 0 K to 70 K and the initialcylinderwall temperatures were Apparently, because it is simpler to obtain
of the order of 1100 K. Heat transfer coefficients were experimental film boiling data from horizontal electrically-
measured at the midpoint of the cylinders and were obtained heated wires, data from vertical surfaces are more scarce.
over quenchtimes in which they were verified to be constant. Accordingly, the purpose of the present .study was to

Subcooling had a significanteffect on both the film experimentally investigate the effects of pool subcooling on the
boiling heat transfer coefficient and the minimum film boiling film boiling heat transfer and minimum i'dm boiling
temperature. As the subcoolingvaried from 0 K to 70 K, the temperatures for vertical cylinders.
heat transfercoefficient increasedby a factor of five. As the During the course of this study, the authors became
subcooling varied from 0 Kto 60 K, the minimum film boiling awareof a recentsubcooled film boiling experimental study by
temperatureincreased from approximately600 K to 1000 K. Tajima et al. (1990). They also used a transient quench

An attempt to correlate the heat transfer coefficient technique utilizing a vertical gold cylinder 0.4 cm in diameter
data witha method recentlyproposedby Sakurai et al. was only and 4.0 cm long. Their wall temperaturesbefore quenchwere
successful at subcooled temperaturedifferences less than 10 K. approximately975 K and theirsubcooling rangewas from 0 K
A modified correlation is presented using the Sakurai et al. to g0 K. Their results will be compared to the present study in
parameters which better representsthe data over the complete a latersection.
subcooling range.

2. EXPERIMENTALAPPARATUS
1. INTRODUCTION .-.

The experimentalapparatusconsisted ofa temperaturo-
Data for subcooled film boiling from submerged controlled water pool with dimensions of 29 cm square by

surfaces is of considerableinterest in the fundamental 42cmdeepwhichwasequippedwithn calibratedthermocouple
understandingof a varietyof practicalapplications.Examples to measurethepooltemperature.The testcylinderwasheated
are the transient quenchingof superheatedmetals during to therequiredtemperaturein anadjacentelectricfurnaceand
continuouscasting,safetystudieson overheatednuclearfuel thenquicklyplungedintothepoolin a verticalorientation.
rodsduringthe refioodphaseof a loss-of-coolanttransient,as Threecoppercylinderswerousedin theexperiments.
well asthebehaviorof solidsurfacesin cryogenicsystems. The thcrmocoupleswere insertedintothe cylindersthroughthe

Various processesof film boiling have been surfacein a radialdirectionat the locationsandto the depths
investigatedover the past four decades. Beginningwith indicatedin Figure1andspecifiedin Table 1. Thcrmocouple
Bromlcy(1950) who presenteda modelfor film boilingon a Tc was not installedin the cylinderfor the Series300 tests
horizontalcylinder, other studiesfollowcdwhich considered becauseof thesmallcylinderdiameter.
variousgeometries,orientations,and thermo-fluidmechanical The pool water was steam distilled and the
models. Thosewhich are relatedto the presentstudyinclude thermocouplcswere calibratedagainsta platinumresistance
the effect of subcoolingon film boilingby SparrowandCess thermometerwhoseown calibrationwas traceableto a NIST
(1962) usingboundarylayer theory, and a treatmentby standard.The thermocouplecalibrationswerecheckedagainst
Nishikawaandlto (1965)whoconsidereda two phaseboundary the steamandice pointsandare believedaccurateto +0.5 K
layeron a verticalplatewitha subcooledstagnantfrocstream, overthe temperaturerange273 K < T < 1170K.

This study was later extendexlby Nishikawa et al. (1976)to " "' 't_'Tl"IP,
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i I[ .... Table 1 - Cylinder Dimensions and Thermocouple Locations and Depths

Test Series L, length D, diameter a b c
i . .J, ,, ,,

Series 200 27.94 3.81 7.62 7.62 0.96
| , ,J .,

Series 300 27.94 1.27 7.62 7.62 -
,, ,,,,,,,

Series 400 27.94 2.54 7.62 7.62 0.64
ii. , i ,

(All dimensions in centimeters)

3. DATA ACQUISITION The quench energy balance for the vertical cylinder is,

Using the three cylinders, fdm boiling quench data hA(Tw-TP)ffi-pcvdTwd! (1)
were obtained for 0 _ ATsub _ 70 K at Tw -- 1100 K. Figure

2 shows the variation of Tw vs. time for a case when the pool or rearranging and integrating,
was at the saturation temperature (Run No. 206). Referring to
Figure 2, the cylinder is suddenly plunged into the water shortly (Tw-Tp)zu• _u

after t=0. The cylinder remained in film boiling until the Tw'Tp dt (2)precipitous temperature drop following time B (minimum film (r,- at.o
boiling point) when transition from film boiling occurred. The
heat transfer coefficient was found to be constant over the time If it is assumed that ocV/hA is a constant or, more

interval from tA to tg, which is discussed in more detail in the specifically, that h ffi constant, then the integration yields,
section to follow. Although it is difficult to see in Figure 2, the I" "1

temperature difference between Td and Tc varies between 4-6 K | (Tw-Tp)_'O I pcV (3)
between points A and B. Conversely, the temperature In ,(T---_p)-_._l = .-_--At"
difference between T¢ cad Tp varies from 764 K (at point A) to L _J

311 K (at point B) over Lthesame time period. The temperature Tw in the above equations was taken as Tc for the Series 200
differences indicate small temperature Biot numbers (i.e., and 400 experiments, and was taken as Td for the Series 300
(Td - Tc)/(T c - Tp)) of the order of 0.010 to 0.013 at points A experiments (see Figure 1 and Table 1). These thermocouples
and B, respectively, which are in the lumped parameter range, were submerged 20-30 diameters into the test cylinders, if the

lel_ hand side of Equation (3) is plotted against At and the
4. CALCULATION OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT relation is linear, then h--constant (assuming ocV/A =constant).

Figure 3 shows a plot of Equation (3) for two typical
Bui and Dhir (1985) showed in their experiments that runs. For all of the runs, graphs such as Figure 3 were plotted

the heat transfer coefficient in film boiling along a vertical and the test periods determined in the manner illustrated in the
surface in a saturated pool was constant along the surface. In figure. Heat transfer coefficients were then calculated using the
the present quench technique, however, it was necessary to average cylinder wall temperature during the time interval At to
determine that the heat transfer coefficient was constant during evaluate p and c. Thermophysical property data to evaluate O
the time interval that the quench equations were applied, and c for the copper cylinders were obtained from References

8 and 14 respectively, (_, p, cp) and k for water were

L
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Figure 1. Thcrmocouple Locations in Tcst Cylindcrs (scc Table 1)



obtained from References 1 and 4 respectively, and 0, k,/_ and

Cpfor steam were obtained from References 7, 14, 15 and 16 1200
respectively. The steam and water properties were evaluated at
the average of the saturation temperature and either the cylinder 1100
wall or water pool temperature, respectively. Water-steam
surface tension was evaluated at the saturation temperature.

1000

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A

v 900
v

Using the procedures described in the previous section, LU I

a total of 35 runs were selected for analysis. A summary of _ 800
pertinent measured and calculated quantities is given in Table 2.

Figure 4 shows the results of the heat transfer
coefficients vs. pool temperature. As seen in the figure, the LLI 700
data when the pool temperature was near saturation are more B
reproducible than those with large subcooling temperature LUI-.. 600
differences. At large subcoolings,the boiling process is very
rapid and thus short-lived.

Included in Figure 4 and listed in Table 3 are data 500
points from other investigators for comparison. The Bui and Tp Tc ----

Dhir (1985) data were obtained only with the pool at saturation 400
temperature. They used a vertical flat plate 6.3 cm wide and
10.3 cm high. The data were taken at 0.8, 2.6, 5.2 and 7.7 cm ....
from the leading edge and it was found that the heat transfer 300 '0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
coefficient was essentially independent of the distance from the
leading edge. TIME (s)

r' The Tajima ctal. (1990) data, which were taken from

a graph in their paper, were obtained both at the saturation Figure 2. Transient Temperatures of Test Cylinder vs. Time

temperatureandsubcooling temperaturedifferences upto 80 K. for Run 206: AtA.B = Quench Time (tA = 10 s, tB = 145 s)
However, at subcoolingtemperature differencesgreater than
50 K, the quench period was so short that no meaningful data
were obtained.

At pool saturation, the Bui and Dhir data fall 1.0
somewhat below the presentdata while the Tajima et al. data
are in reasonableagreement. In the pool subcooledregion, the

Tajima et al. data are higher than the present results although tq ._the general trend is similar. "l

It was clear from the experiments that the minimum 0.8 e
film boiling temperature was also a strong function of the degree

of subcooling. Although it was difficult to measure some of 1.7,a-
these temperatures (TMFB) from the experimental graphs, a best _ ,

estimate was determined and these data are listed in Table 2. _, 0.6
Although the method used to determine some of these _ •

temperatures was quite subjective, a linear regression of the data 1.7,a. ,, .yields the relationship between the minimum film boiling 8" • ,
temperature and the water subcooling given below, i/ 0.4 -"

v

TMFa = 593 + 5.9 ATs_ (4) _,

"c _--- tq ;z/ _"*"

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 0.2 / ../ _.

An attempt was made to correlate all o1:the film _ " un 203boiling heat transfer coefficient data by a radiation corrected o Run 306

method first developedby Sakuraiet al. (1990a) for thecaseof 0.0
horizontal cylinders. The methodology has its basis in a 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

theoreticalpool film boiling analysisbasedon buoyancy-induced
natural convectionin the vapor film arounda horizontal cylinder TIME (s)
including the effects of subcooling, convection, and thermal
radiation. The model results in an expressionfor the film Figure 3. Method of ChoosingQuench Times



2000 .......

Table 2 - Summary of Experimental ResultsUNCORRECTEDFORRADIATION , , ,

_' • Run ATsub h Bi TMFB
¢_ Number (K) (WIm2K) (K)

1000 .........._,.....:.....:.....:.....:........ "
,.,, . • , 201 40 566 .030 994
l-- .0 .................
Z ......... _.. o. " ' 203 20 397 .021 690tg .

.. a • • 204 20 379 .020 690

u. •. ' * 206 0 247 .013 673
LU _ • ...............

O ................ 208 40 697 .038 1011
' .

LU ' ' t 209 0 253 .013 --
It ......................... . ..... . .........

Z

" ' 303 20 423 .007 720
_" . '

t- 304 20 390 .007 700
<
uJ & Series 300 o Series 200 305 0 246 .004 ---.1-

• Series 400 x Bui and Dhir 306 0 245 .004 600

• Tajima, et al 307 40 577 .010 900
10C

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 308 40 498 .009 820

POOL TEMPERATURE ("C) 309 60 959 .017 I000

311 50 639 .011 . 873
Figure4. MeasuredFilmBoilingHeatTransfer

Coefficients vs. Pool Temperature 312 50 686 .012 873
313 30 496 .009 773

boiling Nusseit number as a function of many dimensionless 314 30 552 .010 873
parameters as shown below (see Nomenclature). The reader is
directed to 19l for a complete definition of these variables. 315 10 349 .006 623

Nu = J_M) = J(Gr v, Pr t, Prv, Sp, Sc, (pWgv/ptl_t)) (5) . 316 10 357 .006 633

The same authors later extended this analysis to the
case of subcooled boiling from vertical surfaces, Sakurai et al. 401 40 480 .017 873

(1990b). However, in their comparison of their analysis to data 402 40 478 .017 873
in the literature only saturated film boiling data were available
for vertical cylinders at that time. Figure 5 shows a comparison 403 30 465 .016 823
of the present experimental data with the Sakurai et ai. 404 30 523 .019 773
correlation methodology. The dimensionless heat transfer 405 20 431 .015 673
correlation uses the radiation-corrected heat transfer coefficient,

hc, which has the radiative component,hr, subtractedfrom the 406 20 406 .014 673
experimentally measured boiling heat transfer coefficient, h, as 407 10 324 .011 633
described in the nomenclature. The data at the lowest range of

the parameter M (six data points where ATaub = 0) are in good 408 10 345 .012 . 643
agreement with the Sakurai et. al correlation, which is indicated 409 0 245 .008 573
in Figure 5 by the dashed line. Thus, the Sakurai et al. model 410 0 272 .009 573
agrees with the present data for a saturated water pool. As the
subcooling increases (with increasing M) beyond 10 K, the 411 50 847 .030 843

present data depart more and more from the Sakurai et al, 412 50 722 .026 833
model, which is given by Equation 6.

413 60 770 .02g 923

IV, = 0.82 M °'25 (6) 414 60 1056 .037 923

A better correlation of the present data is given by Equation (7). 415 70 1277 .045 --

Nu = 0.056 M 0'4° (7) 416 70 1058 .038

which is shown in Figure 5 as the bold line.



7. CONCLUSIONS 7. Traditional techniques [2] were used to correct for the
contribution of thermal radiation to the overall film boiling heat

1. Transient quench techniques using lumped thermal capacity transfer coefficient. The radiative contribution to the measured
heat transfer assumptions were applicable in the present overall heat transfer coefficient varied from 6-22% with the

investigation only when the Blot number was 0.05 or less. largest contribution occurring for the saturated cases and the
Otherwise large errors were apparent in the measured heat least contribution for the cases with the greatest subcoo_ing.
transfer coefficients.

2. The measured data in the present study indicate an

enhancement to the film boiling heat transfer coefficient by as Table 3 - Experimental Data in Literature
much as a factor of five over the saturated value by a subcooling ...........

of 70 K. h ATsub
3. The experimental data are self-consistent over the range of (W/m2K) (K)
subcooling investigated and are in reasonable agreement with ....
d_ta in the literature [3, 12]. 205 131 0
4. There is no apparent effect of the cylinder diameter in the 280 [12] 0
present data. The present data for three vertical cylinders and 260 1121 0
reported data for vertical cylinders [12] and a vertical flat plate 333 ll21 10
[3] are in good agreement in both trend and magnitude. 533 [121 20
5. The present data are in good agreement in trend with the 666 1121 30
predictions of the model of Sakurai et al. [9, 101. A better 833 [121 40
correlation for vertical circular cylinders is presented (Eq. 7). 1100 1121 50
6. The minimum film boiling temperature was found to be a
strong function of the degree of subcooling (Eq. 4). [31 Bui and Dhir. [121 Tajima, et al.

1000
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Figure 5. Dimensionless Subcooled Film Boiling Heat Transfer Correlation



NOMENCLATURE 5. Nishikawa, K. and lto, T. 1965, Two-Phase BoundaryLayer -
Treatment of Frec Convection Film Boiling, lnt, J. Heat Mass

A Area (m2) Transfer, vol. 9(2), pp. 103-114.
Bi Blot number = hR/k

c, Cp Speciticheat(J/kg K) 6. Nishikawa, K., Ro, T. and Matsumoto, K. 1976,
FI. 2 Gray body radiationexchangecoefficient for Investigation of Variable Thermophysical Property Problem

parallel surfaces = l/(_w'l + _p.Mt"! -1) Concerning Pool Film Boiling From Vertical Plate with
Gr Grashof number, Eq. (5) Prescribed Uniform Temperature, Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer,
h Measured heat transfer coefficient (W/m2g) vol. 19(10), pp. 1173-1181.
hc Radiation-corrected heat transfer

coefficient ffi h - 0.75 hr 7. Ra_injevi6, g. 1976, Handbook of Thei'modyaamic Tables
hr Radiative component of overall heat transfer and Charts, Hemisphere Publishing Corporation_ Washington,

coefficient = Ft. 2 o(Tw4 - Tu4)/(Tw - Tsat) DC and McGraw-Hill Book Company, New YorL
k Thermal conductivity (Wlmg)

M Correlation parameter, Eq. (5) 8. Liley, P. E. 1985, Handbook of Heat Transfer
Nu Nusseltnumber = hcX/i_ FundamentalS,Second Edition (chp. 3), Rohsenow, W. M.,
Pr Prandtl number Hartnett, J. P. and Ganic, E. N., eds., McGraw-Hill Book
R Cylinder radius(m) Company, New York.
Sc Correlation parameter, Eq. (5) /:
Sp Correlation parameter, Eq. (5) 9. Sakurai, A., Shiotsu, M. and Hats, KI 1990a, A General

t Time (s) Correlation for Pool Film Boiling Heat Transfer From a
T Temperature(K) Horizontal Cylinder to Subcooled Liquid: Part 1 - A
V Volume (m3) The.orctical Pool Film Boiling Heat Transfer Model Including

ATsub TMt- "rp Radiation Contributions and its Analytical Solution, J. Heat
Transfer, voi. 112(2), pp. 430-440. •

Greek Letters

e Gray body emissivity 10. Sakurai, A., Shiotau, M. and Hats, K. 19906, Correlations
,o Density (kg/m 3) for Subcooled Pool Film Boiling Heat Transfer From Large
p Dynamic viscosity (Ns/m 2) Surfaces with Different Configurations, Nucl. Eng. Des., vol.
X 2T (oig(pt-pv)) 0"5 120(2,3), pp. 271-280.
o Surfacetension (N/m)

I I. Sparrow, E. M. and. Ccss, R. D. 1962, The Effect of
Subscripts Subcooled Liquid on Laminar Film Boiling, J. Heat Transfer,
t liquid voi. 84(2), pp. 149-156.
M FB minimum film boiling

p pool 12. Tajima, M., Maki, T. and gatayama, K. 1990, Study of
q quench time Heat Transfer Phenomena in Quenching of Steel, J.S.M.E. int.
sat saturation Journa___...Jl,Series il, voi. 33(2), pp. 340-348.
v vapor

w wall 13. Touloukian, Y. S., Liley, P. E. and Saxena, S. C. 1970,

Thermophysical Properties of Matter: Thermal Conductivity of .,
Nonmetallic Liqqids and Gases, vol. 3, IFl/Plcnum, New York.
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